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Introduction
Introduction

This technical report, which is a collection of industry papers and reference resources, provides an overview of the procedures and practices utilized to maximize the benefits received from gas distribution piping repair and replacement. Originally published in 1990 as “Attention Prioritizing and Pipe Replacement/Renewal Decisions,” AGA Catalog No. XL8920, 13 papers have been retained from this older manual and are identified in the Contents with an * and a footnote. The report was updated in 2006 by adding 18 additional papers for a new total of 31, and includes coverage of cast iron, steel, and, to a lesser extent, plastic gas distribution pipe infrastructure.

The basic issues associated with gas distribution repair and replacement expenditures are:

- Establishing annual maintenance and replacement budgets
- Establishing priorities for the sections of main that comprise a distribution system
- Evaluating the cost-effectiveness of whether a troublesome section should be repaired or replaced

These issues were covered in the original technical report and have been expanded on and updated in this current report. In addition, the 2006 report includes industry papers that address repair/replacement decision-making and pipeline rehabilitation, as well as commercial software and reference resources.

The papers and reference resources have been arranged into six sections. A synopsis of each section follows:

Section 1 - Budget Implications

The six papers in this section discuss various decision analysis techniques and programs used to optimize capital expenditures. The first paper, “The System Management Approach to Repair/Replace Decisions,” includes an approach to assessing the implications of various levels of replacement and repair of worn pipe in an existing system and relates the annual levels of repair and replacement to system performance. “Discussing An Asset Management Approach” describes how the Asset Management concept will facilitate risk management by improving system reliability while optimizing the allocation of financial resources. Other papers in this section address how to effectively allocate capital resources through defined cost-benefit analysis and risk management prioritization, such as “Gas Distribution Facilities Decision Making.”

Section 2- Prioritization Methods

Section 2 has twelve papers, including a 1969 AGA task group report, “Criteria for Replacement Versus Repair.” This report presents a concept for establishing a method, rather than presenting a detailed method of solution. The report includes: “Step I. Method to Establish Priority” and “Step II. Repair or Replace,” plus some example tables and forms that can be used. The next several papers, involve the use of a point system approach to establishing attention priorities for main sections. Point systems rank piping segments into groups, where application of risk reduction techniques will produce the greatest increase in system safety, the ultimate goal of the distribution integrity process. Certain papers, such as “Replacement Criteria For Cast Iron Mains,” address cast iron replacement while others, such as
“Replacement Criteria For Steel Mains,” address steel mains. For transmission pipe, one paper, "The Pipeline Inspection and Maintenance Optimization System," focuses on a tool to develop the optimum inspection and maintenance strategy. Also discussed in this section is CIMOS (Cast Iron Main Optimization System), a statistical approach based on a Bayesian diagnostic model and developed through research sponsored by the Gas Research Institute (GRI) beginning in 1984. A supporting paper in this section, “A Bayesian Diagnostic Model for Pipeline Leak Prediction,” describes the logic of a statistical procedure for predicting the probability of leaks for a distribution system or replacing a specified pipe segment. Another paper dealing with CIMOS, “CIMOS Revisited,” summarizes the use of the program by four gas companies.

**Section 3 - Repair Replacement Economic Analysis**

This section consists of four papers, with the first presenting a general procedure for analysis of repair/replacement economics. It includes discussion of the considerations that impact significantly on repair/replacement decision-making that are not easily reduced to monetary terms. Another paper employs the EPOCH (“Efficient Pipeline Operation in a Competitive Habitat”) concept, which considers past leak repairs as a general indicator of the mains condition, as well as the economic feasibility and risk associated with the decision to repair the main in lieu of replacing it. The third paper in this section, “Repair Versus Replace Analysis-Guidelines for Existing Gas Mains,” describes a repair/replacement decision process, which considers both economic and irreducible factors. The section concludes with a paper evaluating the cost-effectiveness of steel versus polyethylene large diameter pipe.

**Section 4 - Applications of Repair/Replacement Decision-making**

Section 4 consists of five papers, with the first, “Bare Steel Mains, Life, and Economics,” discussing an approach to repair/replacement economics for bare steel mains based on a breakeven graph. Another paper, “Predicting Leaks and Optimizing Maintenance of Cast Iron Mains,” describes a regression analysis model to predict the annual number of leaks for a cast iron pipe distribution system. It is also used to assess the effectiveness of a joint clamping program. The remaining papers in this section deal with managing cast-iron systems and bare steel replacement programs.

**Section 5 - Rehabilitation**

This section consists of three papers dealing with the rehabilitation of pipe and stresses how operators can make the most effective use of the rehabilitation dollar. These papers address the increasing need for today's pipeline operators to institute a program for the rehabilitation of their pipeline systems.

**Section 6 - Commercial Software and Reference Resources**

This final section provides a reference to some commercially available software designed and developed to support the decision process for main and pipeline repair/replacement expenditures. In each instance, the Web address of the software vendor current as of the time of publication is provided. In addition, this section lists valuable references that may be consulted to provide more information and guidance concerning the procedures and practices utilized to maximize the benefits received from piping repair and replacement expenditures.
The papers selected for inclusion in this technical report were chosen because they were either representative of the current state of the art or because they contained an approach or concept likely to be of use to others. Certain information in some papers is dated, but these papers are still thought to be of general value, which should be apparent in the context of the more recent papers. The combined information in them should give someone initiating a repair/replacement program a running start or facilitate revision and enhancement of an existing program.

No paper or procedures presented is necessarily the most effective for all distribution systems or more effective for a specific system than others not included. The operators of a system must apply considerable judgment based on knowledge of their system in selecting the prioritizing system and repair/replacement decision procedures to use.

Many of the papers used in this updated manual were given at an AGA Operations Conference and are identified with a reference such as (92-DT-7) or (95-OP-090). The first number is the year of the Operations Conference and the second number is a designation given to that specific paper. The reader should note that the information given in these older papers does not necessarily reflect processes, procedures and equipment now used by the companies. Also, please note that some of the older charts and tables are not of the quality we would prefer. Some have been retyped. However, it was not practical to re-type some of the more complicated charts and tables, and re-scanning was not helpful.

Larry T. Ingels, PE
Technical Editor for AGA
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